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International spillover and rebound effects 
from increased energy efficiency in Germany 
 
Simon Koesler, Kim Swales and Karen Turner 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The pollution / energy leakage literature raises the concern that policies implemented in one 
country, such as a carbon tax or tight energy restrictions, might simply result in the reallocation 
of energy use to other countries.  This paper addresses these concerns in the context of policies 
to increase energy efficiency, rather than direct action to reduce energy use.  Using a global 
&RPSXWDEOH*HQHUDO(TXLOLEULXP&*(VLPXODWLRQPRGHOZHH[WHQGWKHDQDO\VHVRIµHFRQRP\-
ZLGH¶UHERXQGVIURPWKHQDWLRQDOIRFXVRISUHYLRXVVWXGLHV to incorporate international spillover 
effects from trade in goods and services.  Our focus is to investigate whether these effects have 
the potential to increase or reduce the overall (global) rebound of local energy efficiency 
improvements.  In the case we consider, increased energy efficiency in German production 
generates changes in comparative advantage that produce negative leakage effects, thereby 
actually rendering global rebound less than national rebound. 
 
JEL classifications: 
D58; Q41; Q43; F18; Q56 
 
Keywords: 
Energy supply; energy demand; rebound effects; energy efficiency; general equilibrium; trade 
spillover; energy and pollution leakage 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Existing research identifies the importance of trade effects on the nature and magnitude of 
economy-wide rebound where domestic energy efficiency improvements have occurred 
(Hanley et al., 2009; Van den Bergh, 2011).  Whilst Wei (2010) presents a theoretical analysis 
RIµJOREDOUHERXQG¶DQGWKHUHDUHDQXPEHURIDSSOLHGVWXGLHVLQFOuding Barker et al. (2009), the 
potential spillover effects from energy efficiency improvements in one nation on energy use in 
other nations have generally been neglected (Madlener and Alcott, 2009; Sorrell, 2009; Turner, 
2013; Van den Bergh, 2011). 
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This is an important knowledge gap, particularly given the global nature of energy-related 
climate change and the existence of supra-national policy targets, such as the EU 20-20-20 
framework.  Potential interaction across geographic boundaries implies that energy efficiency 
target setting and policy implementation decisions in different countries should be considered 
as interdependent. This is of particular interest given the pollution leakage literature (e.g. 
Babiker, 2005; Böhringer and Löschel, 2006; Löschel and Otto, 2009; Elliot et al., 2010), which 
produces examples where environmental policies enacted in some countries simply result in 
shifting the pollution generation or energy use to other countries. This pollution leakage typically 
occurs through international changes in production and trade patterns.  Here we relate the 
leakage issue to policies that directly improve energy efficiency and consider the potential for 
both positive and negative leakage effects of energy efficiency improvements in one country on 
energy use (and related emissions) in others (Baylis et al., 2014; Bento et al., 2012).  
Specifically we investigate how the concept and treatment of economy-wide or 'macro-level' 
rebound can be extended to take into account these wider impacts. 
 
Rebound occurs when improvements in energy efficiency stimulate an increase in the direct 
and/or derived demand for energy in production and final consumption.  It is triggered by the 
fact that an increase in energy efficiency increases the effective energy services gained from 
each physical unit of energy used.  This reduces the price of energy, measured in efficiency (or 
energy service) units (Berkhout et al., 2000; Birol and Keppler, 2000; Brookes 1990, 2000; 
Greening et al., 2000; Herring, 1999; Jevons, 1865; Saunders, 1992, 2000a,b; Schipper and 
Grubb, 2000; Van den Bergh, 2011). Recent reviews of the literature are given in Dimitropoulos 
(2007), Sorrell (2007) and Turner (2013) whilst Maxwell et al., (2011) and Ryan and Campbell 
(2012) provide policy-focussed reviews. 
 
The economic impacts of increased energy efficiency in general, and rebound pressure in 
particular, spread to the wider economy through a series of price and income effects.  So-called 
µHFRQRP\-ZLGH¶ UHERXQGVWXGLHVKDYHJHQHUDOO\ EHHQFRQGucted in the context of improved 
efficiency in industrial energy use within individual national or regional economies.  The most 
common approach is to use multi-sector Computable General Equilibrium, CGE, models.  
These are reviewed in Sorrell (2007) and more recent studies include Anson and Turner (2009) 
and Turner and Hanley (2011).  The aim of this paper is to augment this literature by extending 
the spatial focus of the wider rebound effects using a multi-region CGE world model, developed 
along the lines of the basic version of the WIOD CGE framework (Koesler and Pothen, 2013). 1  
In Section 2, we consider the types of channel through which an efficiency improvement in 
productive energy use (i.e. within industries/production sectors rather than the household final 
                                               
1 This paper separately identifies all EU countries but treats the rest of the World (ROW) as a single 
aggregate entity. However, in the reported results the European Union is separated into Germany and 
the rest of the EU (REU) so that when we refer to regions, we mean aggregations of national states.  
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consumption sector) in one nation can spill-over to impact energy use in direct and indirect trade 
partners.2  In Section 3, we derive the analytical expressions required to extend the rebound 
calculation to incorporate endogenous changes in energy use at extended spatial levels.  In 
Section 4, we provide an overview of the world CGE framework that we use.  This adopts the 
type of specification commonly used to consider issues of pollution leakage resulting from 
implementing environmental policies (e.g. Babiker, 2005; Böhringer and Löschel, 2006; Löschel 
and Otto, 2009; Elliot et al., 2010).  In Section 5, we outline the simulation strategy and in 
Section 6 we present results from two sets of simulations.  These are both for a 10% increase 
in energy efficiency in production in the German economy.  In one case this applies only to the 
³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´VHFWRU,QWKHRWKHULWDSSOLHVLQDOOSURGXFWLRQVHFWRUV5HVXOWVDUHUHSRUWHG
for the change in key economic variables in Germany, the rest of the EU (REU) and the rest of 
the world (ROW).  Section 7 calculates a number of alternative rebound values for these 
efficiency improvements.  Section 8 draws conclusions and recommendations for future 
research. 
 
 
2. Extending the boundaries of the economy-wide rebound effect 
 
2.1 Home Economy Effects 
 
2.1.1. Energy efficiency improvements in a single sector 
Where the energy efficiency improvement applies to only one (target) sector, the home-
economy impacts that affect rebound operate through the following channels.  First, there is 
substitution towards energy, measured in efficiency units, in production in the target sector.  
This operates through the fall in the price of energy used in production in that sector, when that 
energy is measured in efficiency units.  This means that the proportionate fall in energy use, 
now measured in natural units, per unit of output in that sector is less than the efficiency 
improvement.  The second channel is the increased competitiveness of the target sector.  This 
is driven by the reduced costs associated with the reduced intermediate input use.  Both the 
substitution and competitiveness effects increase the rebound value.  A third channel is the 
reduction in energy use through the energy sector supply chain.  Energy production is energy 
intensive.  A reduction in demand for energy in the target sector will further reduce the demand 
for energy in the production of energy itself.  This third channel reduces the rebound value. 
 
Additional home-economy impacts are driven by the changes in the general use of energy as 
an intermediate input to supply production and also to directly meet changes in consumption 
demand.  As argued already, we expect the output of the target sector to rise and output in the 
                                               
2
 Lecca et al. (2014) investigate the economy-wide impacts  of increased efficiency in household energy 
use. These differ from the impacts generated by the improvements in productive energy use considered 
here.  
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HQHUJ\VHFWRUWRIDOODVORQJDVWKHUHLVQRµEDFNILUH¶LHUHERXQGJUHDWHUWKDQ+RZHYHU
the actual composition of output across other sectors will depend on the sectoral reallocation of 
the fixed factors, capital and labour, driven by the adjustments to factor prices.  These changes 
in factor prices, together with the change in the technology in the target sector, are reflected in 
all commodity prices which are determined simultaneously in equilibrium.  These prices drive 
the relative competitiveness of the sectors and, together with the composition and price 
sensitiveness of final demands, will act to further impact economy-wide rebound. 
 
2.1.2. An energy efficiency gain in all sectors 
Where the energy efficiency gain applies to all sectors, there will be the same home economy 
substitution effect leading to increased energy use in production, when measured in efficiency 
units.  This now operates in all sectors and remains a major channel for rebound.  However, the 
ultimate size of the competitiveness effect for individual sectors will be affected by their energy 
intensity.  It is clearly the case that with fixed, fully-employed, factors of production output cannot 
rise in all sectors simultaneously.  The price of factors in general will increase (although there 
will normally also be distributional effects).  Therefore, some sectors will actually lose 
competitiveness, even though their energy efficiency has risen.  However we expect that the 
more energy intensive sectors will experience the bigger cost reductions and, therefore, 
ultimately be those that are more competitive after the efficiency increase.  In this respect, it is 
important to note that energy itself is a highly energy intensive sector, so that it is likely to be 
one of the sectors whose competitiveness increases. 
 
2.2 Foreign Economy Effects 
 
In all cases the economies of countries that do not directly experience an improvement in energy 
efficiency are affected through three channels.  Two of these relate to changes in trade-related 
demand (the changes in exports and import substitution).  The third is the accompanying 
changes in intermediate and consumption demand. 
 
The changes in trade-related demand are determined through competitiveness and composition 
of demand channels.  The relative competitiveness effects are primarily governed by price 
changes in the home economy.  If the price falls in a particular home sector, we expect that the 
competitiveness of the corresponding sector in other countries will fall with an accompanying 
negative impact on output.  Similarly, if the composition of home-country import demand 
changes for non-price reasons, this affects the export demand in foreign countries.  Such a 
demand change would include shifts in energy demand directly affected by the increased 
energy efficiency. 
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However, it is important to note that the changes in foreign energy exports or import substitution 
do not directly affect energy use in foreign countries.  If more energy is exported this means 
that the energy is to be used elsewhere.  However, the third, supply-chain, channel is important 
in this respect. This is the change in intermediate demands that accompanies the changes in 
trade-related demands. 
 
There are additionally other general equilibrium impacts but these are likely to be less important. 
There are possible changes in the energy intensity of production that would accompany 
changes in relative energy prices.  Similarly, if consumption demand increases through 
favourable changes in the terms of trade, this will affect energy demand. However, we expect 
the primary impact to come through changes in intermediate demand driven by changes in the 
size and composition of export demand. 
 
 
 
3. Quantifying rebound in a multi-regional setting 
 
Here we build on the economy-wide rebound specifications derived in Lecca et al. (2014) to 
consider the general equilibrium rebound effects of a proportionate improvement in the 
efficiency with which energy is used in a single production sector.  Own-sector rebound in the 
targeted sector i, is identified as ܴ௜, and is reported in percentage terms.  It implicitly 
incorporates general equilibrium feedback effects on sector L¶V energy use, in addition to direct 
and indirect rebound effects.  It is defined as:  
 
 ܴ௜ ൌ ቈͳ ൅ ܧపሶߛ ቉ ͳͲͲǡ (1) 
 
 
where ܧపሶ  is the change in energy use in sector i after all agents have adjusted their behaviour 
in consequence of the technical energy efficiency improvement, 0J ! .  Both the energy 
efficiency improvement, J , and the change in energy use, ܧపሶ  , are given in percentage terms.  
To reiterate, this is not direct rebound; rather it is the rebound calculated incorporating the 
change in energy use in sector i with all general equilibrium effects of the efficiency improvement 
taken into account. 
 
The first step in identifying the own-country economy-wide rebound effect is to consider the 
impact of the proportionate energy efficiency improvement in the treated sector i on total energy 
use in the aggregate production side of the economy (all i «1VHFWRUVܧ௣. 
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The own-country total production rebound formulation, ܴ௣, is given as: 
 
 ܴ௣ ൌ ቈͳ ൅ ܧ௣ሶߙߛ቉ ͳͲͲǡ (2) 
 
 
where D is the initial (base/reference year) share of sector i energy use in total energy use in 
production (across all i «1VHFWRUV in the domestic economy.  The term ܧ௣ሶ ߙߛΤ  can be 
expressed as: 
 
 ܧ௣ሶߙߛ ൌ οܧ௣ߛܧ௜ ൌ οܧ௜ ൅ οܧ௣ି ௜ߛܧ௜ ൌ ܧపሶߛ ൅ οܧ௣ି ௜ߛܧ௜ ǡ  (3) 
 
 
where ' represents absolute change and the  -i superscript indicates all production excluding 
sector i.  Substituting equation (3) into equation (2) and using equation (1) gives: 
 
 ܴ௣ ൌ ܴ௜ ൅ ቈοܧ௣ି ௜ߛܧ௜ ቉ ͳͲͲǤ (4) 
 
 
This shows that the total (own-country) rebound in productive energy use will be greater than 
the own-sector rebound if there is a net increase in aggregate energy use across all other 
domestic production sectors.  On the other hand, if there is a net decrease in total energy use 
across  these sectors, then total rebound in production will be lower than own-sector rebound. 
 
Using a similar procedure, detailed in Appendix A, we can show that the full economy-wide 
rebound effect in the domestic economy, Rd, can be expressed as: 
 
 ܴௗ ൌ ܴ௣ ൅ ൤οܧ௖ߛܧ௜ ൨ ͳͲͲǤ (5) 
 
 
where the c subscript indicates 'consumption' (households).  Equation (5) indicates that the total 
economy-wide rebound in the home country, d, will be larger (smaller) than rebound in the 
aggregate production sector if there is a net increase (decrease) in energy use in household 
final consumption. 
 
In this paper we are particularly interested in the international energy-use spill-over effects.  
Therefore, we define a global rebound effect, ܴ௚, relating to the total impact on energy use in 
all countries resulting from increased efficiency in the use of energy in sector i within the home 
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economy, d.  Again, adopting a similar approach, outlined in Appendix A, this can be expressed 
as: 
 
 
100
d
g
g d
i
E
R R
EJ
ª º'  « »« »¬ ¼
 (6) 
 
 
where dgE

represents global energy use outwith the domestic economy receiving the efficiency 
shock.  Again, expression (6) shows that the total economy-wide global rebound will be greater 
than the own-country rebound if there is a net increase in external aggregate energy use 
following the efficiency improvement within country d.  If there is a net decrease then total global 
rebound will be lower than own-country rebound.  Note that it is possible to identify more than 
one region within the external global economy and disaggregate the changes in global non-
domestic energy use accordingly.  We do this below in our case study of increased efficiency 
in German industrial energy use by separately identifying the change in energy use in the rest 
of the EU-27 and the rest of the world. 
 
 
 
4. The global CGE modelling framework 
 
To evaluate the economy-wide rebound and provide a first analysis of the full international spill-
over effects that accompany an increase in domestic energy efficiency, we make use of a static, 
multi-region, multi-sector CGE world model which has been developed along the lines of the 
Basic WIOD CGE (Koesler and Pothen, 2013).  In the present analysis the model feature 28 
separate regions.  These comprise all the individual EU27 member states and Rest of the World 
(ROW).  However, for ease of exposition, in presenting the simulation results we aggregate the 
outcomes for all EU member states apart from Germany, so that we report figures for Germany 
(GER), the Rest of the EU (REU) and the Rest of the World (ROW). 
 
The model disaggregates production to eight sectors/commodities.  Two are energy supply 
VHFWRUVFRPPRGLWLHV³(OHFWULFLW\DQG*DV´DQG³&RNH5HILQHG3HWUROHXPDQG1XFOHDU)XHO´
The other six (non-energy supply) sectors/FRPPRGLWLHVDUH³3ULPDU\*RRGV´³)RRG'ULQNDQG
7REDFFR´³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´³&RQVWUXFWLRQ´³7UDQVSRUW´DQG³6HUYLFHV´7KHPDSSLQJRIWKHVH
aggregate sectors to the original WIOD sectors is given in Table B.1 in Appendix B. 
 
The production of each commodity is characterised by a KLEM production structure shown in 
Figure 1, which features a CES function at every level.  Capital, K(r), and labour, L(r), enter the 
production function on the lowest level in the generation of value added.  On the second level 
the value added composite is combined with the energy intermediate composite A(eg,r).  This 
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energy composite is a (fixed coefficients) Leontief aggregation comprising the commodities 
³(OHFWULFLW\DQG*DV´DQG³&RNH5HILQHG3HWUROHXPDQG1XFOHDU)XHO´2n the top level the 
energy-value-added composite is combined with a non-energy material aggregate A(neg,r) to 
create the sector gross output, Y(i,r).3.  The intermediate composite is also a Leontief aggregation 
of all six non-energy commodities identified above.  Sectoral output can be used for intermediate 
use, final domestic consumption or exported.  Commodities are made up of composites of the 
domestic production and imports, using the Armington (1969) assumption of incomplete 
substitution. 
 
Each region has one aggregated representative agent who supplies a fixed amount of capital 
and labour.  Both factors are immobile between regions but completely mobile across sectors 
within each region.  All factors are fully employed, which determines the relevant wage and 
capital rental payments.  This implies a Marshallian long-run interpretation of the simulation 
results, in that in each equilibrium all factor use is fully adjusted to the ruling factor and 
commodity prices. 
 
The consumption decision of the representative agent embraces all the household and 
governmental (private and public) final demand in a region.  The representative agent 
maximizes her utility by purchasing bundles of consumption goods subject to a budget 
constraint.  The budget is determined by factor and tax income along with interregional 
borrowing or saving.  The utility of representative agents U(r) is given as a Leontief composite 
of energy A(eg,r) and a non-energy commodities A(neg,r). The structure of the utility functions is 
shown in Figure 2.4  
 
 
   
 
Figure 1: Structure of commodity production  Figure 2: Structure of utility function 
 
                                               
3
 There are other ways of structuring the nested KLEM production function and there are also other 
possible functional forms (Lecca et al., 2011). Alternative CES structures and functional forms will be 
investigated in future work.  
4
  Modelling consumption on the basis of a Leontief function is restrictive, although it has recently been 
endorsed by Herrendorf et al. (2013). We investigate the sensitivity of the rebound value to variations in 
the elasticity of substitution in consumption in Appendix B, Tables B.2 and B.3.  
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Regarding the basic economic structure, the model builds on data from the World Input-Output 
Database (WIOD) (Timmer et al., 2012; Dietzenbacher et al. 2013) and is calibrated to the year 
2009.5  The structure of the Armington trade aggregation is shown in Figure 3, with the 
corresponding Armington elasticities taken from GTAP7 (Badri and Walmsley, 2008; Hertel et 
al., 2007; Hertel et al., 2008).  For substitution elasticities determining the flexibility of production 
with regard to inputs, we turn to estimates from Koesler and Schymura (forthcoming).6  Savings 
and borrowing are not directly reported in WIOD but they result from the imbalance of final 
demand and factor endowments or other sources of revenue (taxes, emission allowances, etc.).  
Overall macroeconomic balance is achieved by changes in interregional savings/borrowing, 
whilst the overall savings and borrowing of final demand agents are held constant.  Prices are 
expressed against the numeraire which is taken to be the consumer price index (CPI) for the 
rest of the World. 
 
 
  
 
Figure 3: Structure of Armington aggregate 
 
 
 
5. Simulation strategy 
 
We wish to simulate the impact of the adoption of energy-saving technological change in 
production.  As is standard in rebound studies, we assume that this technological change is 
supplied as a public good.  This implies that the efficiency improvement is assumed to be 
costless in two respects.  First, resources are not required to create the knowledge on which 
the efficiency improvement is based.  Second, firms can implement the efficiency changes 
without using additional resources.  We make these assumptions because the study of rebound 
focusses on the difference between actual and expected energy saving from the introduction of 
improved energy efficiency.  It is the reduced cost of energy in efficiency units which drives the 
                                               
5
 The WIOD database is available at http://www.wiod.org. We use data downloaded on the 17th of April 
2013. 
6
 Koesler and Schymura (forthcoming) fail to provide substitution elasticities between capital and labour 
for the ³Electricity and Gas´ sector  or for the substitution elasticity between value-added and energy in 
WKHSURGXFWLRQRI³Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel´)RUWKHVHVHWRUVZe assume an elasticity 
equal to the corresponding elasticity in the ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´(0.234) DQGWKH³&KHPLFDODQG&KHPLFDO
3URGXFWV´VHFWRUV(0.717) respectively. 
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rebound effects.  The simulations attain maximum transparency if the efficiency improvements 
are assumed to be costless.  It is important to distinguish the rebound effect associated with 
pure efficiency improvements from the wider impact of policies, such as carbon pricing or cap 
and trade schemes, which achieve a reduction in the use of energy only through the use of 
previously more costly other inputs.7 
 
We therefore follow the common procedure adopted in CGE studies of economy-wide rebound 
by examining the effects of an exogenous step increase in the efficiency of energy used as an 
intermediate input.  We consider two scenarios.  In both, we apply a 10% technical improvement 
in German energy efficiency in production.8  In the first simulation this applies solely to the 
³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´VHFWRU,QWKHVHFRQGVFHQDULRWKHHQHUJ\HIficiency stimulus is experienced 
by all eight German production sectors.  In each case, the new post-shock equilibrium is then 
compared to the original equilibrium (without the efficiency changes) and the appropriate 
rebound values are calculated.  This therefore represents a comparative static analysis in which 
all changes can be attributed to the efficiency shock.9 
 
7KHHQHUJ\HIILFLHQF\VKRFN LVDSSOLHG WR WKHVHFRQGQHVWRI WKH WUHDWHGVHFWRUV¶SURGXFWLRQ
functions (see Figure 2) which take the form: 
 
 
ܥܧܵ௄௅ாሺ௜ǡ௥ሻ௄௅ாெ ൌ ቌߟ௄௅ሺ௜ǡ௥ሻ௄௅ா ൫ܥܧܵ௄௅ሺ௜ǡ௥ሻ௄௅ா ൯ఘሺ೔ǡೝሻ಼ಽಶ ൅ ߛሺ௜ǡ௥ሻா௡௘௥௚௬ߟாሺ௜ǡ௥ሻ௄௅ா ቆ௘௚ ቆܣሺ௘௚ǡ௥ሻߟሺ௘௚ǡ௥ሻா ቇቇఘሺ೔ǡೝሻ಼ಽಶቍ
ଵఘሺ೔ǡೝሻ಼ಽಶ ǡ (7) 
 
 
where, Ș are input shares, ȡ are substitution parameters and ȖEnergy indicates the level of energy 
efficiency which is normalised to be one in the initial equilibriium.  The proportionate change in 
demand for intermediate energy use would apply equally between domestic and imported 
electricity as long as relative electricity prices remained the same.  In the first scenario the 
efficiency parameter, 
,
Energy
i GERJ , in equation (7), increases from its initial value of 1 to 1.1 in the 
*HUPDQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´VHFWRURQO\,QWKHVHFRQGVFHQDULRWKHSDUDPHWHULVLQFreased across 
all German production sectors. 
 
                                               
7 However, the issue of the costs associated with efficiency improvements is one that is often raised in 
discussions of simulating efficiency changes. This is addressed in more depth in Appendix C.   
8
 On average the energy efficiency of the German industry has increased by about 1.6% per annum 
(BMWi, 2013). In the process of our analysis, we also considered efficiency improvements of 5%, 20% 
and 30%. But as the magnitude of the shock only affects the scale of the different effects and does not 
change the underlying basic effects. Here we report findings which would correspond to just over 5 years 
worth of technical improvement, mapping to an energy efficiency improvement of 10%. 
9
 In future work we aim to consider more sophisticated ways of simulating efficiency improvements, for 
example by modelling a link with R&D activity, as proposed by Fisher-Vanden and Ho,(2010).  
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It is useful to give an indication of the size of shock that is to be given to the international 
economy through these efficiency changes.  Table 1 shows the energy used in German 
³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´DQGLQ*HUPDQproduction as a whole as a share of total energy use in German 
production, the German economy as a whole, the combined EU and the world economy.10  The 
GDWDVKRZWKDWWKHHQHUJ\XVHLQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´PDNHVXSRIWKHWRWDOHQHUJ\XVHGLQ
German production.  Energy used in German production is 57.99% of total German domestic 
energy use, and 10.81% and 2.95% of all EU and World energy use.  It is clear that we would 
H[SHFWHQHUJ\HIILFLHQF\LPSURYHPHQWVLQ*HUPDQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´DQGLQ*HUPDQSURGXFWLRQ 
as a whole to have impacts which would spread outwith the German national border. 
 
 
 
Table 1 
7KHHQHUJ\XVHG LQ*HUPDQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´DQG*HUPDQSURGXFWLRQH[SUHVVHGDVD
percentage of total energy used in German production, and the German, EU and World 
economies. 
 
 German 
ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ ?ɲ ? 
German economy 
 ?ɴ ? 
EU economy 
 ?ʔ ? 
World 
ĞĐŽŶŽŵǇ ?ʖ ? 
German 
 ?DĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌŝŶŐ ? 
28.58 16.57 3.09 0.84 
German Production 100.00 57.99 10.81 2.95 
  
6RXUFH$XWKRUV¶FDOFXODWLRQVEDVHGRQ:,2' 
(Timmer et al., 2012; Dietzenbacher et al., 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
6. ,PSDFWVRIDLQFUHDVHLQHQHUJ\HIILFLHQF\LQWKH*HUPDQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´ 
 sector and in all German production 
 
6LPXODWLRQLQFUHDVHLQHQHUJ\HIILFLHQF\LQ*HUPDQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´ 
 
In this sub-section we consider the effects of an energy efficiency improvement, targeted on the 
*HUPDQ ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´ VHFWRU  7KH SHUFHQWDJH LPSDFWV RQ NH\ DJJUHJDWH DQG VHFWRUDOO\
disaggregated variables for the German, rest of the EU (REU) and rest of the world (ROW) 
economies are reported in Tables 2 and 3.  The absolute change in sectoral outputs for the 
same geographical areas are given in Table 4. 
 
It is useful to begin by considering the impact on the German economy, as this is where the 
direct shock occurs.  As expected, there is an increase in GDP (0.1332%) which is reflected in 
                                               
10
 These proportions are also required for the calculation of the rebound values using equations (2), (A3) 
and (A4) from Section 3 and Appendix A.  
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the increase in the returns to capital and labour.  However, these effects are small, driven by 
the limited scope of the efficiency improvement.  The increase in the real wage, calculated as 
the percentage change in the nominal wage minus the percentage change in the CPI, is 
0.1387%, whilst the increase in the real payment to capital, calculated in a similar way, is less 
at 0.0946%.  Total consumption rises, broadly in line with GDP and incomes, and both 
aggregate exports and imports also increase.  Energy use in public and private consumption 
increases at the same rate as total consumption; that is by 0.1453%, which reflects the fixed 
coefficients assumed in the consumption function.11  However, the industrial use of energy falls 
E\ GULYHQSULPDULO\ E\ WKH IDOO LQHQHUJ\XVH LQ ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´  $VD UHVXOW WRWDO
domestic energy use declines by 0.8069%. 
 
 
 
Table 2 
Change in key macroeconomic indicators 
Scenario 1: 10% increase in energy efficiency in German manufacturing 
 
  Germany REU ROW 
GDP (Expenditure 
Approach) 
0.1332% -0.0006% 0.0002% 
Exports 0.0254% -0.0079% -0.0041% 
Imports 0.0322% -0.0070% -0.0047% 
Public & private 
consumption 
0.1453% 0.0003% -0.0004% 
CPI 0.2309% 0.0034% 0.0000% 
Capital rental 0.3255% 0.0088% -0.0007% 
Nominal wage 0.3696% 0.0077% 0.0000% 
Aggregate price of energy  0.2440% 0.0078% 0.0001% 
Consumption energy use 0.1453% 0.0004% -0.0004% 
Industrial energy use -1.4965% -0.0067% -0.0031% 
Total domestic energy use -0.8069% -0.0041% -0.0024% 
 
 
 
 
To get more detail as to the factors underpinning these results, it is useful to turn to Tables 
3 and 4 which give sectorally disaggregated information.  Again we focus initially on the figures 
IRUWKH*HUPDQHFRQRP\7KHLPSDFWRQSULFHVLVYHU\FOHDU³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´SULFHVH[KLELWD
small reduction of 0.0833%, reflecting the direct improvement in technical efficiency, whilst the 
prices in all other sectors rise within the range 0.1741% and 0.3186%, in line with the increases 
in nominal wages and capital rentals.12 
  
                                               
11
 This is subject to sensitivity analysis in Appendix Tables B2 and B3. 
12
 Recall that the numeraire is the CPI in the rest of the world. The reported price changes are therefore 
relative to a basket of ROW prices.  
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The accompanying impact on sectoral outputs is similarly quite clear cut.  From Table 4 it is 
DSSDUHQWWKDWWKHUHLVDUHODWLYHO\ODUJHLQFUHDVHLQRXWSXWLQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´RIELOOLRQ
(0.4328%).  This is stimulated by a rise in exports, import substitution and increased domestic 
LQFRPHDV³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´JRRGVEHFRPHUHODWLYHO\FKHDS7KHUHDUHDOVRLQFUHDVHVLQRXWSXW
in other sectors that mainly supply the domestic (public and private) consumption, with an 
H[SDQVLRQ LQ WKH ³6HUYLFH´DQG ³&RQVWUXFWLRQ´VHFWRUV +RZHYHURXWSXW IDOOV LQ WKHHQHUJ\
VHFWRUV³(OHFWULFLW\DQG*DV´DQG³&RNH5HILQHG3HWUROHXPDQG1XFOHDU)XHO´DJDLQSULPDULO\
as a result of the direct improvements in energy efficiency, plus there are falls in other sectors 
PRUH GHSHQGHQW RQ IRUHLJQ WUDGH VXFK DV WKH ³)RRG 'ULQN DQG 7REDFFR´ ³7UDQVSRUW´ DQG
³3ULPDU\´VHFWRUV,QWRWDORXWSXWLQFUHDVHVE\ELOOLRQ 
 
 
 
Table 3 
Changes in sectoral price, output and energy use 
6FHQDULRLQFUHDVHLQHQHUJ\HIILFLHQF\LQ*HUPDQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´ 
 
 Price Output Energy 
Germany 
      
Electricity and Gas 0.2732% -0.9322% -0.9261% 
Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel 0.1741% -0.7427% -0.7105% 
Primary 0.2628% -0.6743% -0.6907% 
Food, Drink and Tobacco 0.2479% -0.5512% -0.5910% 
Manufacturing -0.0833% 0.4328% -4.3559% 
Construction 0.2368% 0.1144% 0.0690% 
Transport 0.2820% -0.2761% -0.1814% 
Services 0.3186% 0.0675% 0.0611% 
        
REU 
      
Electricity and Gas 0.0065% 0.0073% 0.0053% 
Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel 0.0057% -0.0172% -0.0247% 
Primary 0.0062% 0.0403% 0.0395% 
Food, Drink and Tobacco 0.0059% 0.0872% 0.0842% 
Manufacturing -0.0003% -0.0719% -0.0780% 
Construction 0.0026% 0.0032% 0.0018% 
Transport 0.0059% 0.0292% 0.0296% 
Services 0.0044% 0.0059% 0.0044% 
        
ROW 
      
Electricity and Gas 0.0000% -0.0008% -0.0010% 
Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel 0.0001% 0.0003% -0.0002% 
Primary 0.0001% 0.0027% 0.0025% 
Food, Drink and Tobacco 0.0005% 0.0113% 0.0115% 
Manufacturing -0.0004% -0.0183% -0.0194% 
Construction 0.0000% 0.0002% 0.0001% 
Transport 0.0005% 0.0087% 0.0085% 
Services 0.0002% 0.0014% 0.0019% 
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As we indicate earlier, it is important to understand the impact on Germany, as this is the country 
that receives the direct economic shock.  However, in this paper we are equally, if not more, 
concerned with the effect on the economies of the rest of the European Union (REU) and the 
rHVWRIWKH:RUOG52:2ISDUWLFXODULQWHUHVWLVWKHFKDQJHLQHQHUJ\XVHRXWZLWK*HUPDQ\¶V
boundaries. 
 
 
 
Table 4 
Changes in output [Billion 2009 USD] 
6FHQDULRLQFUHDVHLQHQHUJ\HIILFLHQF\LQ*HUPDQ´0DQXIDFWXULQJ´ 
 
 Germany REU ROW World 
Regional total 5.002 -0.860 -1.973 2.169 
   Electricity & Gas -1.579 0.054 -0.016 -1.541 
   Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel -0.526 -0.063 0.005 -0.584 
   Primary  -0.683 0.315 0.200 -0.168 
   Food, Drink and Tobacco -0.940 0.824 0.424 0.308 
   Manufacturing 6.631 -3.124 -3.422 0.085 
   Construction 0.337 0.065 0.010 0.412 
   Transport -0.424 0.245 0.255 0.076 
   Services 2.186 0.825 0.571 3.582 
 
 
 
 
It is instructive to begin by considering Table 4.  The efficiency improvement in Germany 
increases world output by $2.169 billion.  German output increases by $5.002 billion, but there 
are reductions in the aggregate value of output in REU and ROW of $0.860 and $1.973 billion 
respectively.  The German sector most strongly affected by the efficiency improvement is the 
RQHGLUHFWO\WDUJHWHGZLWKWKHVKRFN³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´DQGWKHLQFUHDVHLQLWVFRPSHWLWLYHQHVV
has an important direct impact on the REU and ROW economies.  In particular, Table 4 
indicates that the $6.631 billion expansion in outpXW LQ *HUPDQ ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´ HVVHQWLDOO\
VLPSO\ GLVSODFHV ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´ RXWSXW LQ 5(8 DQG 52: ZKLFK IDOO E\  ELOOLRQ DQG
ELOOLRQUHVSHFWLYHO\7KHVKLIWRIUHVRXUFHVRXWRI³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´PHDQVWKDWLQ5(8
and ROW economies the output in almost all other sectors increases. In both countries the 
ELJJHVWDEVROXWHLQFUHDVHLQRXWSXWLVLQ³6HUYLFHV´+RZHYHUWKHUHDUHDOVRODUJHLQFUHDVHVLQ
³)RRG'ULQNDQG7REDFFR´³7UDQVSRUW´DQGLQWKH³3ULPDU\´VHFWRUVZKLFKH[SHULHQFHDGHFOLQH
in output in Germany.  Clearly crowding out in these sectors in Germany leads to expansion in 
the rest of these external economies. 
 
In Germany there is an increase in both the real wage and the capital rental rate, with the wage 
increasing more rapidly.  With the REU and ROW economies the situation is rather different.  In 
the REU there is an increase in the real return to both factors, but in this case the capital rental 
rate rises more rapidly.  As consumption increases as a whole, REU private and public 
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consumption of energy also increases.  However, the rise in the real price of energy, together 
with the sectoral shifts in the composition of output means that the use of industrial energy falls.  
,Q5(8RXWSXWLQWKH³(OHFWULFLW\DQG*DV´VHFWRUULVHVEXWLQ³&RNH5HILQHG3HWUROHXPDQG
1XFOHDU)XHO´RXWSXWIDOOVDQGWRWDOGRPHVWLFHQHUJ\XVHGHFOLQHV 
 
In the rest of the World (ROW), Table 2 shows that the wage is constant and the capital rental 
falls.  ROW private and public total consumption and consumption of energy decline in line.  
Again the real price of energy rises and total industrial and domestic energy use fall.  In this 
FDVHWKHSURGXFWLRQRI³(OHFWULFLW\DQG*DV´IDOOVEXW³&RNH3HWUROHXPDQG1XFOHDU)XHO´ULVHV 
 
6.2 Simulation 2: 10% increase in energy efficiency in all German sectors 
 
In this simulation we introduce an across the board 10% improvement in energy efficiency in 
production in all German sectors.  The effects on key aggregate and sectorally disaggregated 
economic variables are reported in Tables 5, 6 and 7.  The first key point from Table 5 is that, 
as we would expect, the size of the response to the supply-side shock to the German economy 
is much larger than in Simulation 1.  German GDP increases by 0.5159%, the increase in the 
real returns to labour and capital are 0.5094% and 0.3919% respectively and private and public 
consumption increases by 0.4948%.  However, the proportionate changes in REU and ROW 
variables are still low, and this is especially important for prices, where the change are small 
relative to the those that occur in Germany.  Recall that the ROW CPI is taken as the numeraire 
and therefore remains unchanged and the increase in the REU CPI is 0.0034% as against the 
increase in Germany of 0.2309%. 
 
 
 
Table 5 
Change in key macroeconomic indicators 
Scenario 2: 10% increase in energy efficiency across all German sectors 
 
 Germany REU ROW 
GDP (Expenditure Approach) 0.5159% -0.0050% -0.0024% 
Exports -0.0873% -0.0168% -0.0021% 
Imports -0.1503% -0.0108% -0.0001% 
Public & private consumption 0.4948% 0.0005% -0.0003% 
CPI 0.2079% 0.0048% 0.0000% 
Price of capital 0.5998% -0.0069% -0.0009% 
Price of labour 0.7173% 0.0094% 0.0001% 
Price of energy (aggregate) -1.2698% -0.0082% -0.0006% 
Consumption energy use 0.4948% 0.0005% -0.0003% 
Industrial energy use -5.3403% -0.0600% -0.0036% 
Total domestic energy use -2.8892% -0.0386% -0.0028% 
 
 
The resulting variation in German commodity prices at a sectoral level primarily reflects the 
HQHUJ\ LQWHQVLW\RIWKHFRPPRGLW\EXWDVVHFRQGDU\HIIHFWVDOVRWKHVHFWRU¶VODERXUFDSLWDO
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and import intensities.  From the figures in Table 6, we observe that the biggest reductions in 
SULFH RFFXU LQ WKH HQHUJ\ VHFWRUV WKHPVHOYHV ³(OHFWULFLW\ DQG *DV´ DQG ³&RNH 5HILQHG
3HWUROHXPDQG1XFOHDU)XHO´7KLVLVQRWSULPDULO\EHFDXVHRIFKDQJHVLQGHPDQGIRUWKHRXWSXW
of these sectors but rather because these sectors are themselves very energy intensive in 
production.13  The increase in energy efficiency therefore has a particularly marked impact on 
WKHLUSULFHV2WKHUVHFWRUVZKHUHSULFHV IDOODUH ³7UDQVSRUW´ ³3ULPDU\´DQG³)RRG'ULQNDQG
7REDFFR´  1RWH WKDW LQ WKH ODERXU LQWHQVLYH ³6HUYLFHV´ ³&RQVWUXFWLRQ´ DQG ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´
sectors, prices rise. 
 
 
Table 6 
Changes in sectoral price, output and energy use 
Scenario 2:  10% increase in energy efficiency across all German sectors 
 
  Price Output Energy 
Germany 
      
Electricity and Gas -1.4237% -1.9661% -6.8403% 
Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel -0.9062% -0.5980% -5.0356% 
Primary -0.2409% 0.7805% -4.7481% 
Food, Drink and Tobacco -0.0937% 0.5278% -6.5592% 
Manufacturing 0.0165% 0.0199% -4.0749% 
Construction 0.2112% 0.4154% -7.2741% 
Transport -0.3782% 0.6551% -2.9632% 
Services 0.3914% 0.2978% -5.9916% 
        
REU 
      
Electricity and Gas -0.0052% -0.1858% -0.1990% 
Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel -0.0040% -0.3649% -0.3819% 
Primary 0.0018% -0.0860% -0.0768% 
Food, Drink and Tobacco 0.0024% -0.0142% -0.0106% 
Manufacturing 0.0048% 0.0278% 0.0516% 
Construction 0.0060% 0.0017% 0.0075% 
Transport 0.0056% -0.0506% -0.0369% 
Services 0.0063% 0.0097% 0.0200% 
        
ROW 
      
Electricity and Gas -0.0007% -0.0350% -0.0335% 
Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel -0.0005% -0.0381% -0.0366% 
Primary -0.0004% -0.0215% -0.0199% 
Food, Drink and Tobacco -0.0004% -0.0026% -0.0015% 
Manufacturing 0.0001% 0.0122% 0.0167% 
Construction 0.0001% 0.0001% 0.0011% 
Transport -0.0004% -0.0159% -0.0152% 
Services -0.0001% 0.0029% 0.0050% 
 
Output falls in the two energy sectors but increases in all others.  The proportionate figures 
reported in Table 6 are slightly misleading: from Table 7 we observe that the sector that has the 
                                               
13
 Changes in demand for a commodity only affect its price in this long-run model in so far as they change 
the economy wide factor prices. As a result of the general equilibrium adjustments after a shock, it is 
quite possible for the demand for a commodity to rise, with no change in its technology, but and for its 
price to fall.   
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VHFRQGVPDOOHVWSURSRUWLRQDWHLQFUHDVHLQRXWSXW³6HUYLFHV´KDVWKHODUJHVW
billion) absolute increase. The 0.4948% rise in domestic consumption demand is driving this 
FKDQJHLQ³6HUYLFH´RXWSXWDQGWKHLQFUHDVHLQWKHRXWSXWLQWKLVVHFWRUUHTXLUHVUHVRXUFHVWREH
shifted from other sectors.  We know that the energy sectors will release resources and the 
UHODWLYHO\VPDOO LQFUHDVH LQRXWSXW LQ ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´ LPSOLHV WKDW UHVRXUFHVZLOO EH UHOHDVHG
here too.  In this simulation, overall both German exports and imports fall, so that the increase 
in activity involves import substitution. Domestic private and public consumption of energy 
increases by 0.4948% but this is completely dominated by the 5.3403% fall in industrial energy 
use, so that total domestic energy use declines by 2.8892%. 
 
 
 
Table 7 
Changes in output [Billion 2009 USD] 
Scenario 2: 10% increase in energy efficiency across all German sectors 
 
 Germany REU ROW World 
Regional total 10.117 -1.311 -0.065 8.741 
   Electricity & Gas -3.331 -1.364 -0.713 -5.408 
   Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel -0.423 -1.326 -0.648 -2.397 
   Primary  0.791 -0.672 -1.587 1.468 
   Food, Drink and Tobacco 0.900 -0.134 -0.099 0.667 
   Manufacturing 0.305 1.210 2.286 3.801 
   Construction 1.222 0.035 0.006 1.263 
   Transport 1.006 -0.424 -0.469 0.113 
   Services 9.647 1.364 1.158 12.169 
 
 
 
 
The sectoral responses from both the REU and ROW economies are, in this case, qualitatively 
similar.  Total output summed across all sectors falls in both regions: by $1.311 billion in the 
REU and by $0.065 billion in ROW.  There are reductions in output in the two energy sectors, 
reflecting both the lower industrial demand in Germany plus the increased competitiveness of 
the German energy sectors.  These output reductions in the REU and ROW energy sectors are 
less, in absolute terms, than the corresponding declines in Germany.  However, they make up 
almost 40% of the world reduction in the energy output resulting from the improvement in 
German energy efficiency.  Also these energy sectors are the sectors generally showing the 
ODUJHVWDEVROXWHUHGXFWLRQVLQRXWSXWLQ5(8DQG52:2QO\WKH³3ULPDU\´VHFWRULQWKH52:
registers a bigger fall. 
 
,QWKH³6HUYLFHV´³&RQVWUXFWLRQ´DQG³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´VHFWRUV5(8DQG52:RXWSXWLQFUHases 
in line with the expansions in the German economy.  In Germany these are sectors that 
benefited from the German expansion in consumption, but have become less competitive 
DJDLQVWSURGXFWLRQLQ5(8DQG52:2QWKHRWKHUKDQGWKH³)RRG'ULQNDQG7REDFFR´DQG
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³3ULPDU\´VHFWRUVVKRZUHGXFWLRQVLQ5(8DQG52:RXWSXWVZKLFKDUHPRYLQJFRQWUDU\WRWKH
changes in German output.  These are REU and ROW sectors which are now less competitive 
than their German counterparts. 
 
The proportionate impact on aggregate variables in REU and ROW is shown in Table 5.  Both 
aggregate exports and imports are reduced for REU and ROW.  There is a small rise (0.0005%) 
in public and private consumption in REU but a small proportionate fall of 0.0003% in ROW.  In 
both regions, the real wage rises and the real return on capital falls.  This change in the relative 
factor prices is particularly marked in REU.  Clearly capital released from the energy sectors is 
difficult to reabsorb in the expanding sectors driven by increased German consumption 
demand.  In REU, private and public consumption of energy increases but this is dominated by 
the reduction in production, so that total domestic energy use falls by -0.0386%.  In ROW, 
energy use in both private and public consumption and in industry falls, with total ROW domestic 
energy use declining by -0.0028%. 
 
7. Rebound calculations 
 
6FHQDULRDLQFUHDVHLQHQHUJ\HIILFLHQF\LQ*HUPDQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´ 
 
The figures in column 3 of Table 3 give the sectorally disaggregated proportionate changes in 
HQHUJ\XVHWKDWUHVXOWIURPWKHLQFUHDVHLQHQHUJ\HIILFLHQF\LQWKH*HUPDQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´
sector.  The first point to note is that the actual reduction in energy use in German 
³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´LV8VLQJHTXDWLRQthis translates to an own-sector rebound value, 
Ri, of 56.44%.  However, recall that this is not limited to direct rebound in that it incorporates all 
the general equilibrium effects that impact on this sector.  This value, and all the other rebound 
values, are given in Table 8. 
 
 
Table 8 
General equilibrium rebound effects for Scenarios 1 (10% increase in energy 
HIILFLHQF\LQ*HUPDQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´DQG6FHQDULRLQFUHDVHLQHQHUJ\
efficiency across all German sectors) 
 
 Own-sector 
Ri 
Own-country 
production Rp 
Own-country 
total Rd 
Global 
EURg WorldRg 
Scenario1      
  Rebound [%] 56.44 47.63 51.31 50.22 48.11 
  Change  
  [% points] 
 -8.81 3.68 -1.09 -2.11 
Scenario 2      
   Rebound [%] 
   Change 
  [% points] 
n.a 46.60 
 
50.18 
3.58 
47.28 
-2.90 
46.58 
-0.70 
 
The primary interest of this paper is to investigate how rebound values change as the scope of 
the measure is extended from own sector energy use to incorporate energy use in other sectors, 
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other (consumption) uses and other economies.  It is sometimes implied that such increases in 
scope will necessarily increase the rebound value.  Our results show that this is not the case. 
 
The first extension is to include the use of energy in production in the other German sectors, so 
as to calculate the own-country production rebound value, Rp.  Equation (4) shows that the 
measured rebound will rise, so that Rp > Ri, if there is an increase in the energy used in the 
production of other, non-³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´VHFWRUVDVDUHVXOWRIWKHLQFUHDVHLQHQergy efficiency 
LQWKH³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´VHFWRU7DEOHVKRZVDUHGXFWLRQLQWRWDO*HUPDQLQGXVWULDOHQHUJ\XVH
of 1.4965%.  We use equation (2) to calculate the rebound value, RpWDNLQJWKHYDOXHRIĮWKH
VKDUHRI³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´LQWRWDOHQHUJ\XVHLQGerman production, from Table 1.  This produces 
a rebound value of 47.63%.  This reduction in rebound occurs primarily because of the fall the 
output in the energy sectors, which are themselves energy intensive.  The price of energy falls 
relative to the components of value added but increases in price relative to other commodities, 
so that the change in the energy intensity of production within individual sectors will be small. 
 
A similar procedure, outlined in Appendix A, is used to calculate the total domestic rebound 
value, Rd, in the target economy (Germany).  This measure incorporates energy used in 
domestic private and public consumption.  In this case, private and public consumption 
increases, generating a rise in energy use in consumption by an equal proportionate amount.  
This leads to a rise in the rebound value to 51.31%. 
 
However, we are most concerned with the change in the measured rebound values when 
changes in energy use in the REU and ROW are taken into account.  From the results reported 
in Table 2, it is clear that the total domestic energy use in both REU and ROW falls as a result 
RIWKHHQHUJ\HIILFLHQF\JDLQLQ*HUPDQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´,QERWKUHJLRQVWRWDORXWSXWGHFOLQHV
DQG WKHUH LV D ODUJH UHGXFWLRQ LQ ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´ RXWSXW  7KH Uesult is that the rebound 
incorporating all changes in energy use in the EU, EURg, takes a value, 50.22%, that is slightly 
less than the German whole-economy domestic rebound.  Similarly the world rebound value, 
WorldRg, is lower still at 48.11%. 
 
7.2 Scenario 2: a 10% increase in energy efficiency in all German sectors 
 
The rebound values for Scenario 2, where the energy efficiency improvement applies across all 
German sectors, are very similar to the values for Scenario 1.  For each of the rebound 
calculations, the Scenario 2 value is slightly less than that for Scenario 1 but the qualitative 
relationship between the different rebound measures is retained.  There is a substantial rebound 
of 46.60% in energy use in total German production.  When the whole economy rebound is 
calculated, the value is increased by 3.58 percentage points as a result of the increase in energy 
use in public and private consumption.  However, as was observed in the rebound associated 
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with the Scenario 1 simulations, the extension to include REU and ROW energy use reduces 
the measured rebound.  The combined effect in this case is a slightly larger reduction of 3.60 
percentage points with the biggest reduction occurring in the REU segment.  
 
 
8. Conclusions and directions for future research 
 
In the case of policies that aim to increase energy efficiency, a major concern has been the 
existence of countervailing rebound effects that generate increases in energy demand that 
partially (or possibly wholly) offset expected energy savings.  These effects operate through the 
reduction in the price of energy in efficiency units, which thereby generate substitution and 
income effects which operate to at least partly offset the reduction in energy use generated by 
the direct efficiency gain.  7KLVSDSHUH[WHQGVWKHDQDO\VHVRIµHFRQRP\-ZLGH¶UHERXQGIURPWKH
national focus of previous studies to an international one.  In particular it investigates whether 
international spillover effects from trade in goods and services have the potential to change the 
overall (global) rebound of local energy efficiency improvements.  On that account, we propose 
a measure of economy-wide rebound that is appropriate for use if the accounting boundaries 
are expanded beyond the borders of the national economy where the efficiency improvement 
takes place.  Whether rebound rises or falls as the boundaries are extended depends on 
whether there is a net increase or decrease in energy use in the area of activity being 
introduced. 
 
Our model suggests that at the global scale rebound effects are significant.  10% energy 
HIILFLHQF\ LPSURYHPHQWV LQ *HUPDQ ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´ DQG LQ *HUPDQ SURGXFWLRQ RYHUDOO DUH
associated with global rebound values of 48.11% and 46.58%.  That is to say, almost a half of 
any expected energy saving through improved energy efficiency in production will be taken by 
rebound effects.  However, the results do not show that restricting the focus of the rebound 
calculation to the economy in which the improvement occurs underestimates the rebound effect: 
quite the reverse.  The rebound values fall in both of the simulation scenarios performed here 
where the energy use outwith Germany is incorporated in the rebound calculation. 
The logic is straightforward.  The standard energy leakage argument concerns policies where 
firms are encouraged to reduce energy consumption by making energy relatively expensive 
(through a carbon-tax, regulation or cap and trade policy).  However, the rebound phenomenon 
occurs around policies which encourage the adoption of energy saving technologies where, in 
the treated activities, energy efficiency improves.  Especially where the policy extends across 
all production sectors, the relative competitiveness of energy intensive commodities in the target 
country increases. This means that in other countries their production will, in general, become 
less profitable, and therefore be discouraged.  This is reflected in the results obtained in this 
paper.  In the simulations we report, the value of the domestic rebound actually overestimates 
the global rebound.  Of course, we use a general equilibrium system, so that other forces are 
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simultaneously at work.  Further, the size and detail of the rebound effects will differ in specific 
cases. 
 
For pedagogic reasons, the model we use here imposes a number of limiting assumptions.  Key 
amongst these are: that that there is no substitution across commodities in consumption; that 
supplies of capital and labour are fixed in each country; and that all factors of production are 
always fully employed. 
 
Sensitivity analysis, reported in Tables B2 and B3 in Appendix B suggest that increasing the 
elasticity of substitution between commodities in consumption will increase domestic and global 
rebound values.  However, the qualitative character of the results remains.  The rebound values 
measures that incorporate changes in energy use outwith Germany have lower values and the 
size of the difference remains relatively stable.  In future developments, relaxing the supply-
side assumptions will be the main priority.  First, a key area will be the introduction of a more 
flexible and sophisticated treatment of capital and labour markets.  This would involve 
consideration of investment, labour supply and migration.  Moreover, modelling capital stock 
and labour market adjustments across regions would introduce dynamic adjustment of factor 
supply which would allow investigation of the evolution of global rebound over time. 
 
Second, given its importance in our results, a priority must be to develop a more sophisticated 
treatment of energy supply.  This should include (but not be limited to) consideration of the 
manner in which capacity decision are actually made (which adds emphasis to the need to 
effectively model dynamic adjustment in general), the impact of increasing exploitation of 
renewable energy sources and technologies, and how energy prices are determined in local 
and international markets. 
 
Finally, applications of the type of modelling framework presented in this paper (and further 
augmented in ways already discussed) would be invaluable in considering the domestic and 
international spill-over effects of domestic policies designed to increase efficiency in household 
energy use, and the implications in terms of interdependence between energy efficiency policy 
implementation (for example, under EU 20-20-20) in one nation and energy use in others. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
To consider the full economy-wide rebound effect in the domestic economy, d, we must also 
consider the impact on energy used in meeting the (final) consumption demands of the 
economy, which generally equates to household energy consumption.  Thus, the own-country 
economy-wide rebound formulation, ܴௗ is given as: 
 
 ܴௗ ൌ ቈͳ ൅ ܧௗሶߚߛ቉ ͳͲͲǤ (A1) 
 
 
where E is the initial (base/reference year) share of sector i energy use in total energy use (in 
both production and consumption) in the domestic economy, d.  The term /dE EJ can be 
expressed as: 
 
 ܧௗሶߚߛ ൌ οܧௗߛܧ௜ ൌ οܧ௜ ൅ οܧ௣ି ௜ ൅ οܧ௖ߛܧ௜ ൌ ܧపሶߛ ൅ οܧ௣ି ௜ߛܧ௜ ൅ οܧ௖ߛܧ௜ ǡ (A2) 
 
 
where the c subscript indicates 'consumption' (households).  Substituting equation (A2) into 
equation (A1) and using equations (1) and (4) gives: 
 
 ܴௗ ൌ ܴ௣ ൅ ൤οܧ௖ߛܧ௜ ൨ ͳͲͲǤ (A3) 
 
 
which is equation (5) in the text. 
 
 
The global rebound rebound effect, ܴ௚, defining the impact on world energy use resulting from 
increased efficiency in the use of energy in sector i within the home economy, d: 
 
 ܴ௚ ൌ ቈͳ ൅ ܧ௚ሶFߛ቉ ͳͲͲǡ (A4) 
 
 
where F is the initial (base/reference year) share of sector i (within country d) energy use in 
world energy use (in both production and consumption). 
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The term /gE FJ  can be expressed as: 
 
 ܧ௚ሶ
Fߛ ൌ οܧ௚ߛܧ௜ ൌ οܧ௜ ൅ οܧ௣ି ௜ ൅ οܧ௖ ൅ οܧ௚ି ௗߛܧ௜ ൌ ܧపሶߛ ൅ οܧ௣ି ௜ߛܧ௜ ൅ οܧ௖ߛܧ௜ ൅ οܧ௚ି ௗߛܧ௜ ǡ (A5) 
 
 
where the -d subscript indicates global energy use outwith the domestic economy receiving the 
efficiency shock.  Substituting equation (A4) into equation (A5) and using equations (1), (4) and 
(A3) gives: 
 
 ܴ௚ ൌ ܴௗ ൅ ቈοܧ௚ି ௗߛܧ௜ ቉ ͳͲͲǤ (A6) 
 
 
which is equation (6) in the text. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
Table B.1 
List of sectors 
 
Sector Associated WIOD Sectors / NACE Classification 
Electricity and Gas 40 
Coke, Refined Petroleum and 
Nuclear Fuel 
23 
Primary Goods 1t2, 5, 10t14, 20 
Food, Drink and Tobacco 15t16 
Manufacturing 17t18, 19, 21t22, 24, 25, 26, 27t28, 29, 30t33, 34t35, 
36t37 
Construction 45 
Transport 60, 61, 62 
Services 50, 51, 52, 55, 63, 64, J, 70, 71t74, 75, 80, 85, 90t93, 
95 
  
  
 
 
In Tables B2 and B3 we report rebound values for three different specifications of the public 
and private consumption function. These comprise; the default (Leontief), a Constant Elasticity 
of Substitution (CES) and a Cobb-Douglas functional forms. The different specifications exhibit 
different elasticities of substitution between commodities in consumption.  The values are 0, 0.5 
and 1 respectively.  As expected, the rebound values rises as the elasticity increases because 
there is substitution towards the commodity whose price has fallen, which is relatively energy 
intensive in production.  However, the relative ordering of the rebound effects does not change. 
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Table B.2* 
Sensitivity analysis with regard to consumption structure 
6FHQDULRLQFUHDVHLQHQHUJ\HIILFLHQF\LQ*HUPDQ³0DQXIDFWXULQJ´EXW
assuming different elasticities of substitution for consumption (es_c) 
 
 
Own-
sector Ri 
Own-country 
production 
Rp 
Own-
country 
total Rd 
Global 
EU 
Rg 
World 
Rg 
Leontief composite      
 Rebound [%] 56.44 47.63 51.31 50.22 48.11 
 Change [% points]  -8.81 3.68 -1.09 -2.11 
 es_c = 0.5      
 Rebound [%] 57.05 48.29 52.22 50.96 48.86 
 Change [% points]  -8.76 3.93 -1.26 -2.10 
Cobb-Douglas 
composite 
     
 Rebound [%] 57.63 48.93 53.12 51.68 49.63 
 Change [% points]  -8.70 4.19 -1.44 -2.05 
 
     
Change of household 
energy use 
  Germany REU ROW 
 Leontief composite   0.1453% 0.0004% -0.0004% 
 es_c = 0.5   0.1551% -0.0017% -0.0008% 
 Cobb-Douglas  
 composite 
  0.1653% -0.0038% -0.0013% 
 
 
Table B.3* 
Sensitivity analysis with regard to consumption structure 
Scenario 2: 10% increase in energy efficiency in all German sectors, but assuming 
different elasticities of substitution for consumption (es_c) 
 
 
Own-country 
production Rp 
Own-country 
total Rd 
Global 
EU Rg World Rg 
Leontief composite     
 Rebound [%] 46.60 50.18 47.28 46.58 
 Change [% points]  3.58 -2.90 -0.70 
 es_c = 0.5     
 Rebound [%] 47.57 55.87 53.50 53.03 
 Change [% points]  8.30 -2.37 -0.47 
Cobb-Douglas composite     
 Rebound [%] 48.55 61.58 59.74 59.50 
 Change [% points]  13.03 -1.84 -0.24 
 
    
Change of household 
energy use 
 
Germany REU ROW 
 Leontief composite  0.4948% 0.0005% -0.0003% 
 es_c = 0.5  1.1454% 0.0141% 0.0027% 
 Cobb-Douglas  
 composite 
 1.7991% 0.0274% 0.0057% 
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APPENDIX C 
 
 
To model actual policies that aim to improve energy efficiency, the commitment of resources to 
basic research or R&D needs to be incorporated together with some form of financing.  This 
would be similar to a full simulation analysis of policies to raise the productivity of labour through 
increased Higher and Further Education spending (Hermannsson et al. 2014): initial investment 
leads to subsequent efficiency improvement.  A key element would need to be the effectiveness 
with which the commitment of resources to research translated to improvements in energy 
efficiency.  This would be an econometric issue not central to the analysis here and not 
important for rebound. 
 
In so far as the investment in knowledge capital requires resources, the financing impact on 
competitiveness and/or consumption demand could be important.  In the present model, public 
and private expenditure is combined.  Therefore the prior commitment of resources to research 
would simply mean a change in the allocation of expenditure between sectors in the period 
before the efficiency improvement is introduced, which could have positive or negative effects 
on energy use.  In general, the public or private funding of the research would have more 
complex economic implications, again raising different sorts of issues. 
 
Independently of the financing of the basic R+D, if the implementation of efficiency 
improvements by firms requires additional costs in the form of an increased use of resources, 
this complicates their character as efficiency improvements.  Essentially it will reduce the 
competitiveness effects of the efficiency improvements.  However, the introduction of a 
WHFKQLTXH ZKLFK UHGXFHV HQHUJ\ XVH EXW GRHV QRW UHGXFH WKH ILUP¶V XQLW FRVWV DW H[LVWLQJ
intermediate input and factor prices) is not an efficiency improvement.  This is simply a change 
in technique which substitutes increases in other inputs to offset a reduction in energy inputs. It 
is a change which firms would have to be induced to make.  An efficiency improvement requires 
the production of more output with less input.  It is this characteristic which makes it such an 
attractive option. 
 
If again we were to attempt to model the actual introduction of a policy which had such costs, 
the extent of the true efficiency change would be a key issue, together with the extent that other 
inputs were effectively substituting for energy, together with the relative scarcity (the economic 
cost) of such inputs.  These would be important determinants of the actual impacts of the policy 
and its cost effectiveness.  We do not attempt such a specific and holistic analysis here.  Rather, 
we focus solely on one important aspect of such a policy.  This is the extent of rebound and 
how that varies as the geographical scope of the analysis changes. 
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